A lone pedestrian on Amherst Avenue was surrounded late Saturday night by six young men who threatened to harm him if he did not give them his money. The victim gave over his money as demanded, but this failed to satisfy the hoodlums, who ran off in the direction of the Mass. Ave. Bridge only after removing from the victim the watch on his wrist.

The Lost and Found Office of the Campus Police has accumulated a number of college and high-school class rings, from a variety of schools, which have gone unidentified and unclaimed. They include three MIT Brass Rats. Anyone having lost a school ring in the MIT area is encouraged to visit Headquarters during the normal business hour (when the Lost and Found Office is open) and ask to speak with Sgt. Leo Balzano.

I'm a student at Boston College. My father, a union president, (Sheet Metal Workers) believes Scoop Jackson should be the next President. He's worked with Jackson in Washington for a long time and believes in him. He's even bought T.V. time to tell why!

I've told my dad that in my honest opinion not many people at B.C. would agree with him.

He's arranged some T.V. time to tell why he likes Jackson. Try to tune in Channel 56 and see what you think; or Channel 27.

A wild cross-campus chase Wednesday afternoon ended in the apprehension and arrest of an alleged burglar spotted in a vacant campus dormitory room. At about 1:00pm a resident returning home noticed the intruder just emerging from the room of a neighbor. The intruder bolted and ran, the resident hot on his heels. Others quickly took up the chase which led in the direction of Massachusetts Avenue. Officers on patrol spotted the running, shouting resident, and themselves converged on the area. The suspect disappeared from view for a few moments only to be spotted again by the officer on duty at the Bursar's Office. The chase on foot, officers managed to box the suspect in at the Killian Court, where overcoming a brief but spirited resistance they prevailed to the hoodlum. The apprehension and arrest of an alleged burglar on again, officers managed to box the suspect in at the Killian Court, where overcoming a brief but spirited resistance they prevailed to the hoodlum.
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